
Mission success relies on creating amazing user experiences that 
scale. Software delivery defines how those experiences are built 
and delivered, with quick, secure releases to adapt to ever-changing 
mission demands. Winning hinges on transforming smartly, using 
a DevSecOps approach from planning through deployment, with 
continuous alignment between the developers creating the code 
and the end users in the field. 

CloudBees Platform gives you the ingredients for 
modern software delivery so you can:

Create fast with scalable repeatable workflows.

Continuously improve by progressively delivering features 
to enable feedback loops between the developers building 
the code and the customers using it. 

Command everything with higher-order visibility, 
management, and intelligence across tools, teams, 
pipelines, and process. 

… all at enterprise scale. 

Code is Customer Experience
CloudBees Platform

“The early results helped us get buy-in from the 
stakeholders and showed them how much more 
CloudBees CI can do beyond what open source can provide. 
That’s when the decision was made to create an enterprise 
standard within the IRS around CloudBees CI.”

IRS, 
Amin Qazi, Technical Advisor
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Are you ready to get started with the CloudBees Platform?
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Designed for the world’s most complex distributed applications in on-premise and multi-cloud environments, 
CloudBees empowers your software delivery teams to transform your business.

How does CloudBees change my world?

DEVELOPERS

More coding, less hassle
Stop rewriting scripts, fixing bugs, 

and waiting for builds. Serve yourself 
with fast, secure workflows, and 

feature management.

IT OPS

Balance risk and innovation
Automatically enforce governance, 
security, and compliance without 

hindering flexibility. You’re confident, 
and developers are happier.

PRODUCT AND MISSION OWNERS 

Empower the mission
Have confidence that your 

software factory is continuously 
advancing mission outcomes.

The Complete DevOps Platform 

cloudbees.com/industries/federal-government

Real-time code and infrastructure 
compliance verification

Progressive roll-out and 
control of new features

A single source for 
real-time measurement 
and contextual answers

Higher-order visibility, 
predictability, and management

Build and test at scale

Self-service, scalable, repeatable 
paths to production


